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Abstract
The use of periodicmagnetic structures to control themagneto-dynamic properties ofmaterials—
magnonics—is a rapidly developing field. In the last decade, a number of studies haveshown that
metallic films can be patterned or combined in patterns that give rise towell-definedmagnetization
modes,whichare formed due to band folding or band gap effects. To explore and utilize these effects
in awide frequency range, it is necessary to pattern samples at the sub-micrometer scale. However, it is
still amajor challenge to produce low-lossmagnonic structures with periodicities at such length scales.
Here, we show that for a prototypical perovskite, La0.7 Sr0.3 MnO3, the twinned structural order can be
used to induce amagneticmodulationwith a period smaller than 100 nm, demonstrating a bottom-
up approach formagnonic crystal growth.

Use of the high-frequency resonances ofmagneticmaterials has had a technological impact since the second
worldwar, and has been dominated by the use of yttrium-iron-garnet in devices such as widely tunable
oscillators and filters. These devices often rely on uniform excitationmodes, characterized by awave vector
=q 0. It is also possible to excitemodes with ¹q 0 associatedwith a periodicmagnetic structure [1–4].
Such structures are denominatedmagnonic crystals and allowdynamicmodes with different resonance

frequencies to be established aswell as the formation of frequency band gaps, offering the opportunityto build
novelmagnetic thin-film devices withwell controllable properties [5]. Alternating amaterial with different
magnetic properties was first proposed in order to create frequency band gaps in amagnetic film[6, 7]. A
magnonic crystal is in general amagneticmetamaterial withmagnetic properties that comefrom its geometrical
structure rather than directly from its band structure or composition. Thus, it is necessary to define patterns on
magneticmaterials with periodicities at the relevant length scales associatedwith themagnetic energies
responsible fordynamic-mode formation: basically, themagnetic exchange energy. Patternswith dimensions
oftens of nanometerare required, usually demanding expensive and time-consuming lithographymethods [6–
12]. It is thus amajor challenge tofabricatelow-costmagnonic structures with periodicities of this small size.

Here, we show thattwinned structural order in a perovskite with a composition of La Sr0.7 0.3 MnO3/

SrTiO3(001) (LSMO/STO) induced by crystal growth produces amodulation of the filmmagnetizationwith a
period that is smaller than 100 nm, effectivelycreatingamagnonic crystal. The LSMO thinfilmswere grown by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) onto anSTO substrate (details on sample fabrication and characterization are
reported in [13]).

Perovskite-basedmagnetic systems aremodel systems in this regard, because theirmagnetic properties
depend on the local structure of thematerial. In particular, it has been shown that there exist localized regions
with ahigher Curie temperature,TC, in LSMO films [14–17]. In this article, we show that regions of enhanced
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TC can be periodically introduced in an LSMO thinfilm and used to create amagnetizationmodulation that
results in the appearance of short wave length spin-wavemodes (ormagnonicmodes) of the systemwithout
using lithography techniques.

LSMO is themost widely studied of themanganese oxides due to itshighCurie temperature (bulk
»T 370C K), a high degree of spin polarization [18, 19], and the existence of the colossalmagnetoresistive effect

[20]. Prior investigations of LSMO thin films indicate that it hasrelatively lowmagnetodynamic damping [21–
23], which isone of the prerequisites for use in devices. Bulk LSMOhas a rhombohedral unit cell that slightly
deviates from the cubic unit cell of the (001) surface of an STO substrate. Thismismatch between the film and
the substrate drives the formation of structural domains resulting in regionswith different directions of
rhombohedral distortion in the LSMO film. In total there are four possible orientations of LSMOwith respect to
the underlying substrate, and thus four possible variances are possible. It has been shown that both the number
of orientations and the periodicity can be controlled by the vicinal cut of the substrate and the growth
conditions[13]. Figures 1(a) and (b) schematically illustrate LSMOfilms on the STOwith two different
orientations (type a) and four different orientations (type b), respectively. In particular, forfilms grownwith only
two different orientations of LSMO (type a,figure 2(a)), it has been shown by Boschker et al [13] that thefilm
forms spatially well-ordered domainswith a twinned structure ofperiodicity, ltwin, in one direction (x
direction).

We studied samples of type a and b of LSMOwith different thicknesses. Thein-plane domain structure of
the LSMOfilms is characterized bymeans of XRD. Figures 1(c)–(e) show the linear qx scans of the three
investigated samples with thicknesses of 38 nm (type b), 38 nm type a and 96 nm type a respectively. The latter
two samples were grown on a substrate with amiscut of 0.5 degreesin the (100)direction. The scan infigure 1(c)

Figure 1. (a) and (b) are schematic plots of the domain structure of the type a and type b samples respectively (different colors represent
different domain rotations). (c)–(e) Linear qx scans of the LSMO/STO filmswith 38 nm (type b) in(c), 38 nm type a in (d) and 96 nm
type a in (e). The scan in (c) istakenwith the x-ray beamperpendicular to the step edges of the substrate, whereas the scans in (d) and
(e) are taken parallel to the step-edges of the substrate.
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was takenwith the x-ray beam approximately perpendicular to the step edges of the substrate. Clear satellite
peaks can be seen on the left and right side of themain diffraction peaks. The satellite peaks occur at a constant
separation in reciprocal space, indicating that they are due to an in-plane periodicity. From the separation
between the satellite peaks andmain reflection (D = ´ -q 5 10x

4 Å−1) an in-plane periodicity of 200 nm is
determined. This periodicity is coherent with the terracewidth of the substrate in agreementwith step-edge-
induced structural distortions in thefilm [13].We note that such distortions are typical forfilmswith four
variants. The presence of fourvariants is also confirmed byj-scans around the (022)pc and (202)pc diffraction
peaks.

The scans shown in panels (d) and (e) offigure 1were takenwith the x-ray beamparallel to the step-edges.
Clear satellite peaks are also observed in this case, indicating a periodic in-plane structure. The separation
between the satellite andmain peak is substantially larger: ´ -2.1 10 3 Å−1 and ´ -1.4 10 3 Å−1 for the scans in
(d)and (e), respectively. This corresponds to in-plane periodicities of 48 nmand 71 nm, respectively. These
periodicities are probedwith the x-ray beamparallel to the step-edges, and thuswe can rule out thestep-edges
having causedthe observed periodicity. Instead, we attributethe periodicity to the presence of periodic
domains [13].We note that such a periodicity was not observedwhen the x-ray beamwas perpendicular to the
step-edges, indicating that only two types of domainare present in the sample.

A periodic strain could cause a periodic variation of theCurie temperature,TC, of the LSMO film [14–
17],thus creatingamodulation of the internal effective field caused by the different saturationmagnetization
values (especially at temperatures around theCurie temperature) and eventually introducingadditionalmodes
to the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR). To investigate this prediction, wefirst studied thick samples (96 nm) of
two variants, type a,and found direct evidence of a splitting of the FMRmodewith increasing temperature (i.e.,
when approaching theCurie temperature).

Figure 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of the FMR spectra onthemagnetic field applied in the x
direction, perpendicular to the twin domain boundaries. From thisdatawe thus estimatedCurie temperatures
of 370K and 350K for the twomodes of the film. Additional FMR spectra are presented infigures 2(b) and
(c) showing the angular dependence of the external applied field in the sample plane at two different
temperatures. At =T 200 K the two sample regions are still far from theCurie temperatureand thus have a very
similarmagnetization value, presenting a single FMRpeak (there is a small uniaxial anisotropy of the FMR
mode). At =T 300 K themagnetization of the two sample regions hasbegun to change and the FMRmode has
split into twomodes (showing almost no uniaxial anisotropy).We notice that atT=300K there has appeared
anadditional weakermodewith a strong uniaxial anisotropy (with a preferred direction along the domain
direction, the y direction) that was not visible in the temperature dependence shown infigure 2(a), andwemay
attribute thisto amode related to the domainwalls (DWM).

To investigate the nature of thesemodes further, we acquired spectra at =T 300 Kalong the two planes
perpendicular to the film, corresponding to directions with the biasing field perpendicular (plane A) and parallel
(plane B) to the domainwalls (figures 3(a)–(b)).We observe that the split FMRmode has a strong asymmetry
whenwe rotate the angle in planes A andB indicating that themagnetization has in-plane anisotropy.We also
observe that themainmodewe attributed to the domainwalls (DWM) has asymmetry when rotating the angle
within plane A and it is rather symmetric when rotating inplane B.

We have selected substrates and parameters to obtain two new samples withmagneticmodulationwith
anidentical thickness (38 nm). These samples allow us to compare themagneto-dynamicmodes:one is
magnetically ordered, with amagneticmodulation, type a, (it is twinnedwith l = 48 nmtwin modulation),

Figure 2. (a)The temperature dependence of the FMR spectra for a type a sample96 nmthickwith thefield applied along the x
direction (perpendicular to the twin domain boundaries). (b)Angular dependence of the FMRmodes at 200K, the vertical linemarks
the direction of planes A andB, described in the inset of thefigure. (c)Angular dependence of the FMRmodes at 300K. The colors
represent the differential adsorption data and are acquired at 9.37 GHz.
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whereas the other one ismagnetically disordered, type b. The type b sample displays a weak step-edge-induced
structural periodicity asmeasured by x-ray diffraction (XRD) [13]. Both samples display almost identical static
magnetic properties, as indicated by the temperature-dependent saturationmagnetization (figure 4(a)). At low
temperatures both samples have a similar FMR response with a single FMR line, well described by theKittel
equations [24] at the givenmeasuredmagnetization (dashed blue lines infigures 4(c) and (d)). However, at
260 K an additionalmode appears for the type asample that crosses themain FMRmode at310 K. The
mode crossing provides evidence that this is not an ordinary surface or volumemode, but a separatemagnonic
mode that hasformed due to themodulation of the internal effectivemagnetic field.We also performed
broadband FMRmeasurements with a coplanar waveguide to show that the additionalmode behaves the same
asthemainmode. Figure 4(b) shows themeasurement of the field dispersion in the type a sample atT=300K
displaying the two resonance peaks.We argue in the following that the observedmode is a separate localized
mode that has formed due to themodulation of themagnetic potential (i.e. themodulation of the internal
effectivemagnetic field).

To describe and understand the origin of the possible coupling between the domain structure induced in the
magnetic film and themagneto-dynamicmodes , we used amodel that accounts for the effectivemagnetization
within thefilm. In themodel we considered themodes as ordinarymagneto-dynamicmodes perturbed by the
structural domainmodulation of themagnetic potential. In general, amagnetic structure with a spatial periodic
modulation,λ, introduces two new characteristic features in the FMR spectra (figure 5(a)): (i) the excitation of
states with p l=q n2 , corresponding to a folding of the spin-wave band structure into the first Brillouin zone,
and (ii) the opening of band gaps in the energy-wave vector relation. In the extreme case of fully localizedwaves
(standingwaves), only discrete states with awell-definedmomentum p l=q n2 can be excited.

In the studied system, these effects can be incorporated into an analyticalmodel that describes the dynamic
modes,limited tofirst order corrections due to exchange energies [24]. Effects due to band folding are found by
modeling the systemwith themomentum, qx, introduced by the periodicmodulation length, ltwin, while
corrections for bandgap formation aremade through an estimation of themagnetic potential that stems from
the spatial variation of the saturationmagnetization. In the first case, we use a general description for the
dispersion relations based on (lmn) indices, where the integers l m, and n yield thewave numbers in different

directions: = pqz
n

d
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l
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whereD is the temperature-dependent spinwave stiffness obtained from the literature [21]. In the y-direction,
m=0 since this direction does not display structural periodicity. Thus, only variations in the directions of the
twin boundaries, l, and thefilm thickness, n, are considered. In thismodel, any anisotropy can be incorporated
into Meff . The anisotropies of LSMOhave beenmeasured and found not todominatethemainmode analyzed
here [22];accordingly they have been neglected in this analysis.

Apart from the additionalmodes corresponding to the excited states, ¹q 0, wemust understand the gap
formation and evolutionwith temperature in the dispersion relation. In order to do this, wemake a Fourier
series expansion of themodulation of the effectivemagnetic potential at each temperature, starting with the base

Figure 3.Rotational dependent FMR spectra acquired atT=300K in different rotational planes. (a)Rotation in planeA (plane
perpendicular to the domainwall rotation);(b) rotation in plane B (plane parallel to the domainwall rotation).
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Figure 4. (a)The temperature dependence of the saturationmagnetization of a 38 nm thick sample type a and two samples type bwith
thicknesses of 38 nm and 96 nm. (b)Thein-planemeasurement of thefield dispersion FMR for the 38 nm thick type a sample at
T=300Kdisplaying twomodes. The blue solid line corresponds to themodel calculation for the FMRmain peak and the dashed
blue line corresponds to the calculation ofthe 101mode. (c) and (d) show the temperature dependence of the 9.37 GHz FMR spectra
of the 38 nm thick type a and type b samples respectively. The color scale corresponds to the differential adsorption amplitude, and the
blue lines arefits to the uniformFMRmode, being the same in both images.

Figure 5. (a)A schematic of the frequency versus themomentumdispersion of themagnonicmodes in the lowest backward volume
mode for a thin film; black lines correspond to the unperturbedmode and red lines indicate the effect of amagneticmodulation.
Dashed lines, both black and red, correspond to the same bands folded into thefirst Brillioun zone of themagnonic lattice. The used
parameters are m =H 0.140 T, m M0 = 0.58 T and amagneticmodulation of 0.018T. (b)Themagnetic potential estimated from
measurements shown in figure 4(a) considering an offset of theCurie temperature between the twomagnetic phases.
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periodicity of the twinned structure:

åg p= + - D -
=

¥

( ) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )M T M T T M T T M T n xsin 2 . 2
n

q neff
1

,x

We then assume that thewidth of the band gaps induced by the periodicmodulation in theCurie
temperature is primarily determined by the Fourier component of the effectivemagnetization, g ( )Tq n,x

,

corresponding to the observedmode [11].Wemodeled the temperature dependence of themagnitude of the
magnetic potential by considering a periodic structure with the sample having two different Curie temperatures:

=T 355C K and =T 370C K.The corresponding periodicmagnetic potential is defined as the difference in
magnetization between themagnetization of the twomaterials, sayM1 andM2 (see, figure 5(b), which in
equation (2) corresponds to - D( )M T T and ( )M T ). This potential thus depends strongly on temperature,
increasing abruptly around 250K in the type a sample, explaining the appearance of the splitmagnonicmode.

The correct estimates of the dispersion relations are given by equation (1) replacing themagnetization Meff

with M :

g=  - D - ( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) ( )M M T T M T T M T , 3n q n, ,x

where gq n,x
is the nth Fourier component for themagnetization difference between the domainʼsmagnetization,

andDT is the difference inCurie temperature between the twomentionedmagnetization values. The exact
amplitudes of the Fourier components of themagnetic potential are unknownunlessexplicit knowledge of the
magnetic structure is known. The Fourier component, gq n,x

, thus becomes an unknown fit parameter in our

model, which depends on the exact nature of themagnetic potential.
To compare the results fromourmodel with the experimental results, we used values for thickness and

domain periodicity obtained through direct x-ray diffractionmeasurements [13]. The spin stiffnessDwas
approximated by its linear dependence on themagnetization, usingmeasurements presented in [21]. The
magnonic band gapwas given using M estimated by the difference inmagnetization at each temperature (as
plotted infigure 5(b)) and scaling it by γ, which is afitting constant in themodel.

Wefirst applied themodel calculations to the sample with a smaller thickness (d=38 nmand l = 48twin )
and found a good agreement in the temperature dependence for the lower 101mode and themode that crosses
and hybridizes with the FMR line (seeblue and green lines infigure 6(a)).We also performed a calculation using
the samemodel and parameters for themagnetic field dispersive datameasured through coplanar wave guides,
showingexcellent agreement between the data andmodel at all frequencies andfields (seeblue lines in
figure 4(b)).We notice here thatin general it is found that eachmode (e.g.101) splits up into a bonding (101)
and an anti-bonding (101*) configuration, where the bondingmode ismuch easier to excite.

Applying the samemodel to the 96 nm thick sample (l = 71twin nm) (shown infigures 2(c)–(e) and
figures 3(a) and (b))we observe amore complex structure. At low temperatures only the original FMRmode is
observed, whereas we also observe101- and a 202-like excitationsaswell asthe corresponding band gapswhen
the temperature increases. The 202mode crosses the original FMRmode in a similar way tothe 101mode in the
thinner sample (figure 6(a)).

Thefit parameters used in the simulation are listed in table 1. The deviation up to 20% from the integral
numbers in the actualmode numbers is as expected, since these parameters accommodate effects like the
pinning of the spinwaves to the surfaces and other thickness variations in thematerial, which are not considered
in ourmodeling.

It is enlightening to plot the simple dispersion relations of thesemodes given by equations (1) and (3) in
order to gain further insight into the origin of themodes. Figures 6(d)–(e)show the effect of amodulation
potential. The branches plotted infigures 6(a)–(b) correspond to the split states found below and above the
calculatedmodes without in-plane periodic perturbation (black lines infigures 6(d)–(e)).

The nature of the 101 and 202modes is a two-dimensional closed flux structure. Thesemodes consist of a
simultaneous in- and out-of-plane spin standingwave structurewith an in-plane periodicity set by the twin-
boundary-inducedmagneticmodulation, and an out-of-plane periodicity set by the thickness of the film. An
ordinary one-dimensionalmode (e.g. 001)would display a strong in-plane asymmetry. However, due to the
mixedmode character, themodes form vortex-like structures that losemost of the in-plane anisotropy found
for the pure in-plane FMRmodes [25]. The double periodicity of themagneticmodulation compared to the
structural periodicity originates from an alternating configuration of the vortex rotation supporting shared
domain boundaries.This yields thelowest possible exchange energy while stillmaintaining lowdipole fields; we
thus believethat we have observed the lowest energy vortex configuration.

In ourfitting procedure, the gap seems to be slightly larger than that estimated from theTC difference
extracted from the FMRdata. The used gqx

is consistent with a higher difference inTC beingD T 25K instead

of 20K, which still remainswithin the uncertainty ofTC determination. The differencemay,however,be
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explained by considering the effects neglected in ourmodel. One possibility is that the periodicmodulation of
thematerialmagnetization produces an additional demagnetization fieldwith the same periodicity. An
additional demagnetization fieldwould contributemore in areas with largermagnetization, andlessin other
areas. Ourmodelingwas restricted to the first Fourier components of themagnetic potential and thus dismisses
information on the spatial distribution ofmagnetization.More precisemodeling can be done [26, 27]when the
periodic perturbation of thefilmʼsmagnetic properties isknown.

Figure 6.The nature and dispersion relations ofmagnonicmodes. (a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of the 9.37 GHz FMR
spectra of a 38 nm thick and 96 nm thick type a sample, respectively. The curves corresponding to calculations using equations (1) and
(3)and themodulation Mqx

described infigure 5(b) are added to themeasurements. (c)A schematic plot of the vortex-like states
formed by the 101 and 202modes. The gray shading outlines the antinode structure of the combinedmodes. The 101* and 202*would
be shifted relative to the twin boundariesmarked by black lines. (d) and (e) are schematic views of the evolution ofmodes
perpendicular to thefilm at the resonance condition. The evolution of the frequency (kP) changes from0 to the qP (the vector defined
by the periodic potential). Thin blacklines correspond to the case without any periodicmagnetization.

Table 1.Parameters used in themodel calculations.

Sample/Line l n gq m,x

Thick type at FMR — — —

Thick (96nm) type a 101 1 1.2 2.3

Thick (96 nm) type a 202 1.95 2 2.3

Thin (38 nm) type a 101 1 0.9 3.5
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To summarize, we have reported on howgrowth-induced periodic structuralmodulation creates a spatially
well-determinedmagnetic contrast inmagnetic thinfilm. Themethod forms the basis for the existence of
magnonicmodes,where the periodic perturbation can be controlled by temperature and growth conditions,
resulting inmodulations on the length scales of only tenths of nanometers [13]. The combination oflow
dampingmagneticmaterial, thegrowth control of the strain, and thehigh dependence of saturation
magnetization on the strain is unique inmagnetic oxides and offers excellent possibilities fortuningmagneto-
dynamic properties. These fundamental properties are not per se unique to the LSMOsystem, andmay also
apply to othermagnetic oxides, thus offering a rational route to the bottom-up control ofmagneto-dynamic
modes.
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